
We tend to look after our own backyards, but in truth we're all affected by the events unfolding in 
the middle-east. Hamas is the scapegoat. We're all being set-up for our fall and ultimate surrender, 
by the malevolent forces running this World and their minions who are in the public eye.

The people who are trying to close down what they call misinformation are the very people who are 
spreading the real misinformation. 

The emotionally weak are sleep-walking into their own demise and that's ok I guess because they're 
none the wiser. They'll happily buy and sell with the back of their hands because they don't accept 
that it's also their own enslavement.

In this World of 'smoke and mirrors' and 'cloaks and daggers', an intelligent (tyrannical) few control 
the real estate from behind the curtains. The are the international banking families who control the 
governments and profit hugely from creating wars... They have no conscience (soul). They are very 
happy to kill innocent men, women and children as they further their agenda for mankind.

The Jewish people are not the problem. The Palestinian people are not the problem. All the common 
people are being 'played'!

The aforementioned tyrannical few will happily destroy this World and radically cull the population 
to eventually own all of the real estate and have a much smaller slave race to serve them.

The people who think their governments have their best interests in mind are already kind of dead.

It really is time for the masses to wake up and realise that we all have a common enemy. It's not 
which deity you worship that matters because we all share in the one source – it's called LIFE. 

We are in a prison – a prison for our minds. If anyone becomes too bright; the malevolent forces try 
to push them back into their emotional body. Keep people emotional and you own them. The Lords 
are here (the aforementioned few) and the Overlords are in the Light. As below so above.

Why is Christ so important? Because Christ knows the truth. Yeshua and his wife, Mary, were/are 
both Christs. You become the same as them when you know what they know. The answer then is 
Christ consciousness. The malevolent forces are anti-Christ (they hide the truth).

Right now all of the superpowers are in the Med. What's the plan? Are they opposing factions or are 
they all really on the same side (does the 'aforementioned few' control both East and West?). Think 
back to 9/11 – chaos, carnage, destruction, followed by tighter control mechanisms. We're all being 
played – the same with Covid, which was deliberately engineered.

The aforementioned few may well be Zionists, but be under no illusions – they will still kill Jews to 
further their agenda. The branding is just distraction away from the end goal - TOTAL control.

Right now we also have catastrophic biosphere collapse. The Day after Tomorrow kind of scenario 
is predicted to occur as early as 2025! This has come about because of the actions of the 
'aforementioned few' who have been engaged in clandestine operations without any permissions. Be 
in no doubt, this group have their DUMBS to retreat to when the time comes...

Developing the YOU that you want to take into eternity is more important than mere bodily 
survival. In saying that, it is self-loving to prepare the best you can for all eventualities. I admire 
these communities that have come together for mutual benefit. These are the ones who will survive 
what's coming... The rest of us are sitting ducks... ~ Gary Bate.            https://www.whatstress.com/
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